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Return on Investment

Current Share Price $18.14

Target Price $24.00

Dividend Yield 4.15%

Holding Period Return 36%

Conviction Rating 2

Market Profile

52-Week Range $13.01 - $18.80

Market Capitalization (mm) $9,425

Net Debt (mm) $3,290

Enterprise Value (mm) $12,715

Beta (5-Year Monthly) 0.43

Consensus Metrics 2019E 2020E 2021E

EBITDA (mm) $831 $896 $1,001

EPS $0.59 $0.64 $0.71

P/E 21.7x 18.6x 15.8x

EV/EBITDA 13.9x 13.7x 13.5x

Historical Trading Performance (Indexed to $100)

Source: Bloomberg

Figure 1: Capital Investment Program

Source: Company Filings
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Blended Benchmark TSX: AQN

Business Description

Algonquin Power and Utilities (TSX, NYSE: AQN) operates a portfolio of
regulated and non-regulated assets under three segments: Generation,
Transmission, and Distribution. AQN acts as the parent company to Liberty
Utilities Group and Liberty Power Group, in which it operates under. Liberty
Utilities Group owns and operates its regulated electric, natural gas, water
distribution and wastewater collection systems, as well as its transmission
operations. It services ~770,000 customers located across the U.S. which
is broken down to 339,000 natural gas connections, 266,000 electricity
connections, and 165,000 wastewater connections. Liberty Power Group is
primarily its non-regulated renewables division consisting of thermal electric
generation and other renewable generation assets. The Power Group owns
~1,700 MW of net generating capacity with a weighted average PPA length
of 13.5 years along with ~300 MW of development in its pipeline. Under
Liberty Power Group, AQN holds a significant stake in European-based
Yieldco Atlantica Yield (NASDAQ: AY) which manages contracted power
generation, renewable energy, electric transmission, and water assets.

Growth Outlook

At its 2018 Investor Day, AQN outlined a US$7.5B capex program (Figure
1) centered around its growth initiatives and returning value to
shareholders. The program is expected to drive rate base growth of 12% in
its regulated business and generate a 9-13% CAGR on EPS into FY2023.
As seen in Figure 1, the capital program includes a mixture of international
investment (7%), regulated investment (70%), and renewables investment
(23%). In its Q2 2019 release, AQN provided more clarity on its capital
allocation; it received approval to acquire three wind projects in the
Midwest, accounting for 600 MW of added generation. A 470 MW non-
regulated wind project in a JV with Renewable Energy Services (Maverick
Creek, TX) was also added that has ~80% of the offtake contracted with an
average PPA duration of 13.6 years. For international investments, AQN
acquired BELCO and also increased its investment in AY from 25% to 42%.
AQN's projected funding for the development pipeline includes a diversified
mix of sources including Debt (33%), FCF (40%), Hybrid Debt (7%), DRIP
(4%), Tax Equity (7%), and Equity (9%). This access to low-cost capital
should act as a factoring tailwind in helping AQN to grow inline with
management guidance.

ESG / Investor Value Sustainability

Environment Social Governance (ESG) has recently emerged as a
legitimate attribute to consider in the valuation process. This summer
registered record amounts of fund flows going to investment managers
specializing in socially responsible investing. Specifically in Energy, a hot
topic is the reduction of GHG emissions with a heavy focus on the
replacement of legacy coal and gas generation plants.
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Figure 2: Utility Index vs. S&P in Select Time Periods

Source: Bloomberg

Figure 3: EBITDA Breakdown

Source: Research

Figure 4: Liberty Utilities and Power Asset Map

Source: Company Filings

Figure 5: LTM Share Price Performance vs. EBITDA Growth (LHS) and ESG Score Growth (RHS)

Source: Bloomberg
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AQN has taken measures such as its Greening the Fleet Strategy, to shift
away from coal by increasing its investment in renewables. Greening the
Fleet is set to retire coal plants and replace them with ~800 MW of
renewable power generation which will allow AQN to improve its ESG score
and also control costs by reducing the high variable cost associated with
coal generation. To illustrate the importance of ESG in today's environment,
we compared two bubble charts: one that plotted North American utility
companies' EBITDA growth to its share price performance against another
that showed its ESG score to share price performance. As illustrated in
Figure 5, companies with a higher ESG score can better explain its robust
share price growth as opposed to EBITDA. This further proves the notion
that investors are taking into consideration companies' actions towards
sustainability towards and ethical impact.

EBITDA Breakdown

AQN's two operating segments each offer a different contribution to its
EBITDA. Liberty Utilities' generation and distribution operations provide a
combination of stable earnings and rate-based growth opportunities that
feature a 8-10% regulated ROE. Its Liberty Power Group segment typically
enters into long-term PPA contracts averaging 13.5 years, providing long-
term visibility to its cash flows. Management believes adjusted EBITDA will
grow organically from ~$800mm in 2019 to ~$1,400mm in 2023.

Time to Breakout? Utilities Sector Update

Given the dovish outlook from central banks, the utilities sector may be
poised for an outperforming quarter. As global growth slows and risks of a
trade war ensues, utility stocks appear to be a safe haven for consistent
returns going forward. The regulated sector is safeguarded from trade wars
and has the potential for significant fund flows as more emphasis is put on
ESG. Analyzing historical bear markets (Figure 2), the utility sector
outperformed during the Dot-com bubble, Great Recession, and the Bear
Market of 2018. As the CPMT aims to position the portfolio towards
defensive investments, the Fund is considering increasing its weighting in
the sector.

Valuation & Thesis

The CPMT's original thesis was predicated on AQN's ability to continually
implement accretive acquisitions while increasing renewable energy
generation. Adhering to the original thesis, AQN has transformed itself into
one of the best, well-balanced utility options in North America through its
diversified portfolio of regulated and non-regulated utilities, international
growth opportunities, and attractive dividend yield. AQN's regulated and
contracted power generation assets provide it with stable cash flows that
give it an attractive, low-risk business model. AQN has an optimistic growth
target of 9-13% on EPS and 12-16% on EBITDA over the next five years.
While other utility comparables of AQN's risk nature provide a low, single-
digit growth rate (4-6%), AQN has shown over the years that it can produce
at levels well above the norm as noted by its ~20% EPS growth and 10%
dividend CAGR over the last half decade. Using a Sum-of-the-Parts
analysis coupled with Comparable Companies Analysis, the CPMT arrived

at a $24.00 target price for AQN.
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